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EFAL	Grades	8	&	9	JIT	workshop		1	of	2018	
Suggested	answers	and	discussion	points	
Note	that	not	every	question	has	been	answered.	What	is	provided	are	some	suggestions	for	
discussion	and	debate.		As	many	of	these	questions	are	open-ended	there	is	not	always	one	right	
or	correct	answer	
Activity	2:	INTEGRATING	SKILLS	IN	THE	LANGUAGE	CLASSROOM	
	

	
The	aim	of	this	activity	of	the	workshop	is	to	answer	the	following	questions.	
See the diagram above 

1. What	are	the	language	skills	that	teachers	need	to	integrate	in	lesson?	
Reading, Writing, speaking, Listening 

 
2. What	is	the	difference	between	Receptive	skills	and	Productive	skills?	

• Receptive skills- listening and reading and viewing because learners do not need to 
produce language to do these, they receive and understand it. 

• Productive skills - Writing and speaking as learners need to produce language. 
 

In addition, work on language structure and use can also be integrated into lessons on these 
skills.	

	
3. Why	is	it	advisable	to	integrate	these	skills	in	a	lesson?	
We use a number of skills at once when communicating e.g. listening and speaking work 
together, reading and writing do so too e.g. Reading a comprehension text and 
answering questions. Participants should think of their own examples. 

• Integration of skills mirrors real life authentic language use. 
• When communicating we generally use more than a single skill. 
• An integrated approach helps build skills e.g. if a learner can read a story a 

learner can also write a story. 
• An integrated approach provides variety. 
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4. How	can	we	integrate	these	skills?	
We can adopt a simple approach where a receptive skill serves as a model for a productive 
skill, or we can adopt a more complex approach where the different skills are linked 
thematically. We can use a text or a theme as a springboard for integrated skills planning. 
	
Part	2.	Suggestions	for	Integrating	Skills	in	the	EFAL	Classroom	Using	a	Text:	
 
See CAPS p. 35 for examples of texts used to integrate skills. 
Here	are	examples	of	some	activities	based	on	the	texts:	
 
Reading 

• Comprehension questions: Visual Literacy - draw a series of pictures focusing on the 
sequence of the story. 

Listening and Speaking 
• Discuss the meaning of this proverb “ a friend in need is a friend indeed” (text 1). 

Discuss how it applies to the story of the ant and the dove 
• Role-play - the boy and the villagers - Text 2 (See Resources Handout). 
• Role-play the discussion between ant and dove - Text 1(See Resources Handout). 

 Writing 
• Write the moral of the ant and dove story - Text 1(See Resources Handout). 
• Create a carton strip to illustrate the ant and dove story. Write the dialogue of the 

characters in speech bubbles, provide suitable captions if necessary for each picture 
• Write what you have learned about after reading the shepherd story (Text 2). 

Language Structures and Conventions 
• Write the direct speech part of Text 2 in reported speech 
• Change the following sentences from active to passive: 

Aesop wrote many fables. 
The learners understand the messages in the story. 

• Read the first paragraph of Text 2 (Fable) and then punctuate it correctly. 

 
	Part	3.	Suggestions	for	integrating	Skills	in	the	EFAL	Classroom	Using	a	Theme:	
	
Here	are	examples	of	suggested	activities	for	integrated	lessons	using	the	theme	of		“Celebrities.”-
see	Text	3.	
	
Reading 

• Read a text about celebrity and either answer comprehension question (writing) or 
answer the questions orally (speaking). You could use Text 3 (Mark Zuckerberg) in 
the Resource Manual with the following questions. 
 

Listening & Speaking 
• Read a short biography of a celebrity (any celebrity not necessarily the one in Text 3) 

to the class. Learners listen and take notes (writing) and at the end they must discuss 
with a partner who they think the celebrity is. One of the partners must report back to 
the class giving reasons for their decision (Speaking). 

• Speech - A celebrity has been asked to address the school at assembly. Half the 
learners must write and then present the introductory speech that would be given 
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before the celebrity speaks.  The other half must write and present the thank you 
speech after the celebrity speaks. 

• Pair work- one learner is the celebrity while the other is the TV interviewer 
 
Writing 

• Write a short biography of a celebrity. 
• Write an essay discussing a celebrity whom you admire. 
• Write an email to a celebrity who recently donated some money to your school. 
• Visual text - create an ad using a celebrity to promote the product. 
 

Language Structures and Conventions 
• Find a short text about a celebrity and use it to work on key grammatical features. 

You could use Texts 2 and 3 to work on key grammatical structures and conventions. 
 
Here are some suggestions for Language Structures and Conventions questions 
using Text 2 
 
Read the first paragraph and punctuate it correctly 
 Refer to Text 3 and find 

ü Nouns- four examples of COMMON NOUNS e.g. hobby, site, people, 
students. 

ü examples of COMPLEX NOUNS. These are noun phrases. e.g. computer         
programmer,    Internet site 

ü Explain why “progidy”  (para.1) and “fun” (para.2) are in inverted commas. 
Explain the spelling of ‘progidy’.  

ü Discuss why The Social Network (para. 3) is in italics. 
	

ACTIVITY	3					TEACHING	VISUAL	TEXTS	
The	aim	of	the	workshop	is	to	for	educators	to	understand	what	teaching	visual	literacy	implies	in	
terms	of	reading	and	designing	skills.			
	
Part	1	
1					How	to	define	visual	literacy	

• In order to read and interpret and evaluate visual texts the reader must understand 
the purpose of these texts and recognize the design and linguistic techniques.  

• Visual literacy is about analyzing and creating messages using the visual mode.  
	
	Participants	should	note	the	following	quotation	from	CAPS	Senior	Phase	Grades	6-9	p.9	

The Text-Based Approach and the Communicative Approach are both 
dependent on the continuous use and production of texts. The Text-Based 
Approach explores how texts work. The purpose of a text-based approach 
is to enable learners to become competent, confident and critical readers, 
writers, viewers and designers of texts. It involves listening to, reading, 
viewing and analysing texts to understand how they are produced and what 
their effects are. Through this critical interaction, learners develop the ability 
to evaluate texts. Visual Literacy therefore encompasses the Text-based 
Approach as it involves the reading and designing of visual texts 
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2. Ask	Participants	to	discuss	in	pairs	or	their	groups	how	to	define	a	visual	text.	
A visual text is one which makes meaning through any of the following visual means- 
film, cartoon, advertisements, gaming, front covers of a magazines, photos on 
Instagram, memes, graphs, charts, tables, diagrams, maps, mind maps, YouTube videos 
and Internet. 

3. Ask	the	participants	if	they	can	think	of	examples	in	addition	to	those	listed	above.	Think	about	
what	CAPS	asks	for.	

CAPS “Posters, charts, maps, graphs, cartoons, magazines, newspapers, websites, films, 
documentaries, TV series both during and after class” (CAPS Senior Phase EFAL p.34). 

CAPS suggests that visual texts are a good vehicle for reinforcing the following reading 
skills: 
List of reading skills mentioned in CAPS. 
.	

4				What	do	you	think	these	reading	skills	are?	
• Skimming 
• Scanning 
• Predicting 
• Making inferences (message) 
• Inferring meaning of unfamiliar words by word attack skills 
• Understanding manipulative language 
• Noting the difference between formal and informal language 
• Point of view of author 
• Direct and implied meaning 
• How language and images reflect and shape values and attitudes 
• Influence of selection and omission on the meaning of text 
• Purpose and target group 
• Impact of text i.e. font types and sizes, headings, captions, slogans etc on meaning 
• Emotive language 
• Body language 
• Pre, during and post reading 
• Summarizing 
• Main and supporting ideas 
• Theme and message 
• Figurative meaning 

 
Interpretation	of visual texts (range of graphic and visual texts): 
For many learners, the screen rather than the printed page is the source of most of their 
information. Visual literacy is an important area of study, and the computer screen a rich 
source of material. Examine how layout is key in a popular website; how attention is 
gained by advertisers; how movement and colour play key roles in persuading the  
user to move to other sites.  

• Persuasive techniques: Emotive language, persuasion, bias, manipulative 
language 
• How language and images reflect and shape values and attitudes 
• Impact of font types and sizes, headings and captions  
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• Analyze, interpret, evaluate and respond to a range of cartoons/comic strip. 
(CAPS Senior Phase EFAL p.27) 

 
Part	2:		Working	with	a	variety	of	visual	texts	
	
A.	PICTURES	

Ø Analysing	pictures		
	
DESCRIPTION	focusing	on	the	subject	matter	and	the	composition	

Picture	1	
ü Where	is	the	scene?		

Child looking out of bedroom window 
ü Who/what	is	in	the	picture?	People	or	objects?	Child draws curtains, window tree	
ü What	is	in	the	foreground?	Child –little girl	
ü What	is	in	the	background?	Tree	
ü What	is	happening?	Or	What	has	happened?	Activities?	She has woken up, drawn 

the curtains and is looking out at the garden. 
ü What	is	going	to	happen?	Own answer –there are many possibilities	
ü What	kind	of	angle,	gaze,	lighting	has	been	used?	Long shot, bright light	
ü What	is	important	about	the	colour?	
ü Are	the	elements	arranged	in	any	particular	pattern?	Verticals of the tree and 

child’s back 
ü Do	you	see	any	geometric	shapes?	Own answer	
ü Are	the	lines	of	the	photograph	straight	or	curving,	thick	or	thin?	Straight 	
ü What	is	the	effect	of	these	shapes	and	lines?	Own answer	
ü Is	there	any	repetition	of	any	of	the	visual	elements?	Own answer	
ü What	is	the	focal	point	(salience)?	Tree or child  - discuss	

	
	The	GENRE	of	the	picture	i.e.	is	it	a	painting,	poster,	advertisement,	photograph,	drawing,	cover	of	
a	magazine	or	a	website	page	etc.	Choose	from	the	list	below	to	explain	what	type	of	
picture/photograph	it	is.	Portrait,	Landscape,	Aerial/Satellite,	Action,	Architectural,	
Event,	Family,	Panoramic,	Posed,	Candid,	Documentary,	Selfie,	Other	

	
Illustration from a children’s storybook, event 

	
	The	ORIGIN	of	the	picture	i.e.	where	it	comes	from	

For	example,	cover	of	a	magazine,	storybook,	etc	
Consider	also	when	it	was	made.	
	

What	the	picture	REPRESENTS	
ü What	can	we	see?	
ü What	can	we	imagine?	What	can	we	notice?	
ü What	can	we	conclude?	
ü 	Why	has	specific	colour,	lighting,	angle	etc	been	used?	What	is	the	effect?	
ü What	is	the	artist’s/photographer’s/cartoonist’s	intention?	
ü What	do	you	think	the	picture	portrays?	
ü What	impression	or	message	did	the	artist	want	to	give?	
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ü Is	the	picture	portraying	a	positive	or	negative	view?		
ü What	is	the	artist	trying	to	emphasise	or	highlight?	What	does	the	artist	want	to	

convey?	
Note	for	Advisors	
As	noted	it	might	be	plodding	to	try	and	go	through	each	and	every	question	individually.	Teachers	
should	rather	facilitate	general	discussion	about	what	the	pictures	are	about-Description,	what	they	
mean	-	representation	and	where	they	are	from	-	Genre	and	Origin.	Teachers	can	use	the	questions	
mainly	to	prompt	the	learners	to	enable	as	comprehensive	discussions	as	possible.	
 
Using Picture 2:  Here is a general discussion about what the viewer sees in the photo, what 
the picture might represent and where it might have come from. 
 
It seems that a man is trying to save himself from drowning in some kind of sewer in a busy 
city street. As he is so deep in the murky water we get the impression that he is really in 
danger and the expression on his face shows he is frightened. The area must be dangerous 
because it has been barred off. The picture might represent how people are too busy with 
their lives to help others as the other people in the picture are ignoring the man. On the left 
some are walking away from him, while the policeman on the right seems only to quickly 
glance at him as he rides by. It is significant that he is in the foreground alone between the 
other people who ignore him. On the other hand it might be argued that he has been on the 
run from the police, and the policeman is only arriving now and will either help him or arrest 
him. It might have come from a newspaper or magazine.	
	

Ø Creating	and	Designing	Pictures	
	

Activities	to	use	in	the	classroom:	
ü Opportunities	for	designing	pictures.		

Learners can draw, paint or make collages expressing their understanding of stories 
they have read.  
	

ü Ask	Participants	to	discuss	the	value	of	doing	such	activities	in	the	EFAL	classroom.	
This is very useful in the EFAL classroom, as often learners find that answering 
questions in relation to literature can be difficult.  Creating visual texts provides other 
possibilities. Such texts also allow for fruitful Listening and Speaking lessons when 
learners discuss their creations/designs. 

	
B.		Photographs	
	
Ø Analysing	photographs	
Further	discussion	for	analysing	photographs	
	
1.	Are	photographs	a	true	reflection	of	reality?	
 
The ideal answer would be in the negative, as the participants should understand that the 
content and style of a photograph is dependent on the choices made by the photographer 
so that a photograph is never a neutral text. It will always be very subjective. 
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2.	Does	the	camera	lie?	How	can	the	camera	lie?	
The use of specific lighting, poses, composition etc could make subject matter appear for 
example younger, more attractive etc that normal. 
	
3.	What	does	it	mean	to	edit	a	photograph?	
It means that the photographer makes changes to the photo for specific purposes and 
effects. For example, the photo may be cropped which means that it may be cut smaller or 
only one section of it is reproduced. Another technique is superimposition where two photos 
may be put together to make one- See Meme5 in Resources handout. 
	
4.	What	does	it	mean	to	Photoshop	a	photograph?	
This is a term used to indicate that the photo has been doctored or changed. 
	
5.	Refer	participants	to	the	Kate	Winslet	photos	and	discuss	
	
Winslet was one of the first celebrities to break ground when she took action against GQ 
magazine for digitally altering her body in its photographs — making her unrealistically thin. 
She won her lawsuit. This is an important issue as photo-shopped photos like this give the 
public especially teens an unrealistic image of what are acceptable body shapes and sizes. 
Photo A- she is made to look younger 
Photo B- the accompanying text indicates her attitude to the topic 
Photo C- shows her looking much thinner than she is in reality 
	
Ø Creating	photographs	
Activities	to	use	in	the	classroom:	

ü Ask	Participants	to	discuss	how	they	can	give	learners	opportunities	for	taking	photos.		
If learners have access to cameras or smart phones, they can take their own photos and be 
prepared to either write the answers to analytical questions, or explain the composition and 
meaning of their photos to the group.	

	
ü Ask	Participants	to	discuss	the	value	of	doing	such	activities	in	the	EFAL	classroom	

These activities are valuable as they give learners opportunities to practise analysis 
and design of visual texts. These activities also integrate Reading, Viewing, Speaking 
Listening and Writing skills. 

	
C						ANALYSING	MEMES	
	
1.	Participants	refer	to	the	Resource	handout	and	look	at	Memes	1-3	and	try	to	define	what	a	

meme	is.	
Lead them to observe that memes are what we call MULTIMODAL texts.  This means that it 
is a text made of more than one mode. Whereas the picture is often only visual, the meme 
has both a visual and a verbal mode. The verbal mode refers to the words that make up part 
of the text. 
	
Definition	of	meme	
Basically a meme is a cultural idea that gets transferred from one person to another. 
Richard	Dawkins (scientist) coined the term in 1976 to describe gene-like infectious units of 
culture that spread from person to person.	The word meme derives from the Greek 
mimema, signifying “something which is imitated,” which Dawkins shortened to rhyme with 
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gene. Memes are texts which represent jokes, rumours, videos, or websites and they are 
spread from one person to others via the Internet. They may be pictures/photos or videos, 
images or pieces of text, etc that are typically humorous in nature. They are, copied and 
spread rapidly by Internet users, often with slight variations.	 
 
		2					Why	are	memes	amusing?	
The majority of modern memes are captioned photos that are intended to be funny, often as 
a way to publicly ridicule human behaviour. Internet users engage by posting, sharing and 
remixing digital content as they communicate jokes, emotions and opinions. 
 
3				What	is	the	Role	of	memes	in	society?	
They are cultural symbols that are exchanged via the Internet. They display to readers how 
globally connected we are. Their main use is for entertainment. They are like telling jokes 
that the community will understand. Much like cartoons they can also be satirical as they 
make comments on our society and institutions in society e.g. the government. 
 
Meme 4 is an example of how they can be included with other texts e.g. in calendars 
Memes are also useful marketing tools like advertisements 
	
There are about 3 main categories of internet memes. There are Photo shops, stock 
character macros, and photo fads. 
Photo shops - the picture has been edited and changed i.e. the content has been 
manipulated. 
Stock character macros - images that represent stereotypical characters e.g. ‘success kid’ 
a baby with a satisfied look on his face, the good guy who always wants to help. 
Photo fads-many examples of a topic e.g. ‘heads in freezer’ where we see variations of 
people putting their heads into the freezer 
 
4. Using	the	same	questions	as	used	for	analysing	pictures	and	photos	participants	should	

analyse	Memes	1-5.	
	

Meme	1	
It’s purpose is to comment on politics and one of South Africa’s biggest problems, namely 
provision of electricity to citizens. It uses a photo of former President Zuma sitting with Julius 
Malema (leader of the EFF) and laughing. It is amusing as Malema is a big critic of Zuma, 
so it is unlikely that this is a recent photo. It depends on the reader’s understanding of LOL 
which in SMS language means Laugh Out Loud. The joke is that Zuma shows he does not 
understand and says it means Lots of Load Shedding which for most South African citizens 
is no laughing matter. Therefore, the meme gives the impression of ridiculing Zuma and 
showing that he is a foolish and uncaring president, 
 
Memes	2	and	3	
The original photo was a screenshot that someone took during the film ‘Lord of the Rings: 
The Fellowship of the Ring’. It features the actor Sean Bean. The image then turned into a 
stock character macro that always begins with saying "One does not simply...” 
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D.		CARTOONS	
	
Ø Analysing	cartoons	

	
1			Ask	participants	to	define	a	cartoon	and	say	where	they	can	be	found.	
· a simple drawing showing the features of its subjects in a humorously exaggerated way, 
especially a satirical one in a newspaper or magazine. 
" a narrative sequence of humorous drawings in a comic, magazine, or newspaper, usually 
with captions. 
· a film using animation techniques to photograph a sequence of drawings rather than real 
people or objects. 
	
Note	-	there	are	no	answers	for	work	on	Cartoons.	Participants	are	encouraged	to	discuss	and	give	
their	own	ideas.	

1 Participants	refer	to	the	Resource	handout	and	look	at	the	cartoons.	In	pairs	or	groups	they	
spend	a	few	minutes	discussing	the	role	of	cartoons	as	a	medium	of	communication.	Ask	
participants	to	think	of	reasons	for	these	visual	texts.		

2 		Questioning	Cartoons	–refer	to	the	Participants	Manual	for	Questions	to	analyse	cartoons.	
	
D.	ADVERTISEMENTS	
	
Ø Analysing	adverts	
	

1. Ask	Participants	to	discuss	in	pairs	or	group	the	ROLE	of	advertisements	in	our	society.	
Role of advertising in society- marketing of products and institutions or ideas Ads work on 
our needs and desires and often exploit them persuading us to buy products that we either 
do not really need, or products that are not necessarily better than others. 
	

2. Ask	Participants	to	say	whether	advertisements	are	examples	of	multimodal	texts,	and	if	
so	why.	

Yes as many use both the verbal and visual modes. TV advertisements also use sound and 
movement modes. Radio advertisements use sound and verbal modes 

	
3. Provide	Participants	with	the	advertisements	in	the	Resources	Handout.	Tell	the	

participants	to	work	in	pairs	or	groups	and	to	use	the	same	approach	and	questions	used	
for	analysing	pictures	and	discuss	the	following	issues:	

 
 

b.	The	main	differences	between	Ads	A,	B	and	the	rest?	
Ads A and B date from the fifties and sixties and as was the custom then quite a lot of verbal 
text was included. Note that Ad A does not use colour which was not unusual in the fifties  
Ads A and B use a fair amount of verbal text and the composition is very traditional. Both 
use a top /bottom composition. 
 
The ads C – E use very little or no verbal text so that the meaning is conveyed mainly via 
the visual mode. 
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a. How	the	advertisements	A	to	E	represent	the	slogan	“Get	the	feeling.”			
How the advertisements A to E represent the slogan “Get the feeling.” Here are some 
suggestions or some of these ads. Note this is not a comprehensive answer as only some 
suggestions for discussion have been supplied 
 
Here is a suggested analysis for Ad C. 
AD	C	 	
Origin- this is part of a series of ads in the “get the feeling” series known as the poolboy 
ads. 
 Genre - the purpose of the picture is that it is an ad promoting Coca Cola.  
Representation- 
Even if the viewer did not know about the “poolboy’ aspect they could still see a young man 
drinking the coke. He might have been working very hard or it is very hot as his shirt is 
unbuttoned and clearly he is enjoying the feeling of relief and refreshment that drinking the 
coke gives. The fact that he is being watched suggest that the other people are ‘sharing the 
feeling’. We can imagine that they know how refreshed he is feeling. 
Composition- 
The man on the left foreground and the woman on the right foreground who is holding a 
bottle of coke frame the poolboy who is in the centre. The woman on the left holding the 
plate of food is looking at the poolboy which draws the viewer’s eye to also focus on him. 
The focal point of the	picture is his raised arm holding the bottle of coke.	
	
Ad D 
This ad makes use of a slogan - taste the feeling. Note that slogans are usually never longer 
than three words. Participants should discuss why this is the case. 
Composition 
The focal point is the coke bottles in the centre. An interesting point of discussion should be 
to discuss why only the man on the left is drinking i.e. what is the effect of the woman 
smiling and looking at him while he drinks. The answer could be the sharing of the pleasures 
of drinking coke 
 
Ad E 
This ad makes use of the slogans: share a coke and share a feeling. 
Composition 
The information on the left side of the ad is what can be called “known” information. The 
information on the right is what is known in visual language as the “new” information or the 
“promise” as here we see how the boy is enjoying the coke and experiencing the feeling of 
enjoyment and refreshment. This feeling is what coke promises the buyer/consumer. 

Note the composition of Ad B which uses a classic top - bottom arrangement. 

5.	Ask	groups	of	Participants	to	look	at	advertisement	F	and	to	explore	the	concept	of	the	ad.	
	

6.	Ask	groups	of	Participants	to	look	at	advertisements	G	and	H	and	to	explore	composition	of	
these	ads.	
 
Note that Ad G also uses a left right composition and uses the same relationship between 
the given and the new. The pictures on the left are known to the viewer while the info on the 
right is new as the viewer /reader might not know what services are available in such 
conditions  
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ACTIVITY	4:	ASSESSMENT		

Time:		20	mins		

	

1	 Integration	of	Language	Skills	Assessment	
Ask	Participants	to	discuss	in	their	groups	and	then	explain	how	this	aspect	of	the	language	
classroom	could	be	assessed.		
Any of the questions discussed may be applied to texts for either formative or 
summative assessment. Assessment can be conducted via both the written mode 
and or the oral mode where learners talk. 
	
2	 Visual	Literacy	Assessment	
Any of the questions and the creating / designing activities discussed may be applied 
to texts for either formative or summative assessment 

Linguistic techniques – note the emotional language such as ‘support’ and ‘we care’ and ‘at 
your side’. Note the use of the imperative in ‘Get. Note the font size for heading ‘here when 
you need us” and the name of the insurance company that is being advertised. Note the 
emphasis between ‘you and  ‘us.’ 
	
7.	Ask	the	Participants	to	list	some	of	the	linguistic	techniques	that	advertisers	use.	They	should	
refer	to	the	CAPS	for	assistance-	see	p.45.	The	Language	Structures	and	Conventions	section	will	
be	helpful	here.	
	
Linguistic techniques used in ads 
 
Use of statistics and technical terms 
Register and style-formal or informal language, questions or instructions 
Brand names- i.e. name of the product 
 Headings 
Caption  
Slogans – phrases associated with the products e.g. Vodacom Yebo Gogo, MacDonalds 
I’m Loving It! 
Speech bubbles 
No punctuation or unusual punctuation e.g. use of ellipsis and exclamation marks in Ad B 
Often incomplete sentences –see Ad B 
Repetition 
Figures of speech 
Idioms and proverbs 
Generalisations  
Font types and sizes 
Emotive language 
Imperative forms of the verb e.g. share, get etc 
Mainly use of present tense 
Few conjunctions 
	


